
GAFA, Geom. funct. anal.Vol. 7 (1997) 1 { 381016-443X/97/050001-38 $ 1.50+0.20/0 c Birkh�auser Verlag, Basel 1997GAFA Geometric And Functional AnalysisSTEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUSIN W 1;PW 1;PW 1;PA. BurchardDedicated to the memory of Frederick J. Almgren Jr.AbstractWe study the continuity, smoothing, and convergence properties ofSteiner symmetrization in higher space dimensions. Our main resultis that Steiner symmetrization is continuous in W 1;p (1 � p <1) inall dimensions. This implies that spherical symmetrization cannot beapproximated in W 1;p by sequences of Steiner symmetrizations. Wealso give a quantitative version of the standard energy inequalities forspherical symmetrization.1 IntroductionSteiner symmetrization was invented as a tool for a geometric proof of theisoperimetric inequality. The isoperimetric inequality says that among allbodies of a given volume, the ball has the smallest perimeter; or, in the lan-guage of rearrangements, that the perimeter of a body can only decreaseunder spherical symmetrization. Steiner observed that the perimeter of abody is generally larger than the perimeter of a related body of the samevolume which is symmetric at a hyperplane; or, as we would say, thatthe perimeter of the body decreases under Steiner symmetrization. Sincethe perimeter strictly decreases under symmetrization unless the body issymmetric at the hyperplane to begin with, it follows that a body whichminimizes perimeter for a given volume must be symmetric at all hyper-planes, and hence a ball [Ste].This simple and convincing argument, however, does not show that aperimeter-minimizing body exists. The problem can be overcome by con-structing a sequence of Steiner symmetrizations that approximates spher-ical symmetrization, and then using continuity of the volume and lowersemicontinuity of the perimeter with respect to that convergence [CStu].



2 A. BURCHARD GAFAIn the �rst half of the century, rearrangements were used to �nd theoptimal shape of a body of a given size in a variety of geometric and physi-cal problems [Bl],[HaLitP],[Lu],[PSz],[R],[S]. In the 1970s, interest in rear-rangements was renewed, as mathematicians began to look for geometricproofs of functional inequalities [Be1],[BrLi],[Cr],[FFl],[Li2],[Ma],[Sp],[T2](see also [Ba],[BuZ],[Ch],[K],[Zi]). Rearrangements were generalized fromsmooth or convex bodies to measurable sets and to functions in Sobolevspaces [Hi],[T1]. Besides the characterization of the cases of equality ofthe new, more general rearrangement inequalities [BrotZi],[HO, Li1], themain technical point was the approximation of spherical symmetrization infunction spaces by sequences of simpler rearrangements [BrLiLut],[H].In this paper, we address two related questions about Steiner sym-metrization as a transformation on the Sobolev spaces W 1;p(Rn+1) for1 � p <1 and n � 1. First, is it continuous? Secondly, how closely can se-quences of Steiner symmetrizations approximate spherical symmetrization?We also discuss some re�nements of the standard energy inequalities.It is well known that Steiner and spherical symmetrization respectLp and W 1;p spaces, preserve Lp norms, decrease Lp distances, and aresmoothing in the sense that they reduce W 1;p-norms and surface areas ofgraphs [AlLi],[BTa],[BrotZi],[Hi]. (Higher Sobolev spaces are not preserved[K] (see also [DSt])). However, since they are neither linear, nor boundedas transformations on W 1;p, nor spatially localized, continuity questionsare subtle.There are two results in the literature concerning the continuity of re-arrangements in Sobolev spaces. Coron proved that symmetrization in onespace dimension is continuous in W 1;p [Co], and Almgren and Lieb provedthat spherical symmetrization in all dimensions higher than one is discon-tinuous [AlLi]. Clearly, then, symmetrizations along subspaces of dimensiongreater than one, such as Schwarz symmetrization in dimensions three andabove, cannot be continuous either. We resolve the remaining case here: weshow that Steiner symmetrization is continuous as a transformation fromW 1;p(Rn+1) to itself for all n � 0.It turns out that the question how well sequences of Steiner symmetriza-tion can approximate spherical symmetrization is closely related to the con-tinuity question. It is well known that the spherical symmetrization of anonnegative function can be approximated in Lp(Rn+1) by a sequence ofSteiner symmetrizations and rotations [CStu] (for modern proofs see forexample [BrLiLut],[BuZ]). The continuity of Steiner symmetrization to-



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 3gether with the discontinuity result by Almgren and Lieb implies that theapproximating sequence will in general not converge in W 1;p. For su�-ciently smooth functions, however, the approximating sequence will con-verge in W 1;p.Even for general functions in W 1;p, however, sequences of Steiner sym-metrizations and rotations can approximate spherical symmetrization re-markably well: Under these sequences, nonnegative functions in W 1;p con-verge to their spherical symmetrizations in Lp (and hence weakly in W 1;p)in such a way that the angular part of the gradients converges to zero inLp; in other words, the level sets and their perimeters converge to balls andtheir perimeters.The smoothing properties of rearrangements play a central role in ourproofs. We use a local version, due to Alvino, Trombetti and Lions[AlvTrLio], of the well-known statement that gradient norms cannot in-crease under the standard rearrangements to show that energy cannot ac-cumulate in small sets under sequences of symmetrizations. Finally, westrengthen the results of Brothers and Ziemer [BrotZi] by �nding a lowerbound for the di�erence between the gradient norms of a function and itsrearrangement.Acknowledgments. The problem was initiated by Thomas Lachand-Robert [L], who suggested the link between the continuity and approxi-mation questions mentioned above. I am very grateful to Fred Almgren,Elliott Lieb, and Michael Loss for mentioning the problem to me, and formany useful discussions. They have carried me through this project. Spe-cial thanks to Michael Loss for a proof of the \only if" part of Theorem 2,which made Lachand-Robert's idea precise. Although I choose to presenta di�erent proof here, the original proof played an important role in thedevelopment of ideas. Finally, many thanks to Bernd Kawohl for pointingout an error in an earlier version, and to Friedemann Brock for drawing myattention to the results of Alvino, Trombetti, and Lions in [AlvTrLio].2 Statement of the ResultsWe begin with some de�nitions. Let A be a measurable set in Rn+1,n � 1. The spherical symmetrization, A�, of A is the open ball centeredat the origin which has the same Lebesgue measure as A. To de�ne Steinersymmetrization, we write points in Rn+1 as pairs (x; y) with x 2 R andy 2 Rn. The Steiner symmetrization, SA, of A is the set whose one-



4 A. BURCHARD GAFAdimensional cross sections parallel to the x-axis are centered open intervalswhose lengths equal the measures of the corresponding cross sections of A.In short, if the cross sectionA(y) := �x 2 R j (x; y) 2 A	has �nite measure, we set (SA)(y) = (A(y))� ;where � denotes symmetrization of the cross section in R; if A(y) is notmeasurable or does not have �nite measure, the corresponding cross sectionof SA is de�ned to be R.Assume that f is a function whose level setsE(h) := �x 2 Rn j f(x) > h	have �nite measure for all positive heights h. We say that another function,g, is a rearrangement of f , or equimeasurable with f , if almost all level setsof g have the same measure as the corresponding level sets of f , that is, iff and g have the same distribution function�(h) := jE(h)j :(2.1)We de�ne the spherical symmetrization f� and the Steiner symmetrizationSf of f using the layer-cake representationf(x) = Z XE(h) dh ;(2.2)that is, we setf�(x) = Z XE(h)� dh ; Sf(x) = Z XSE(h) dh :(2.3)By de�nition, f� and Sf are equimeasurable with f . We will often de�nea slice of a function f between two heights h1 < h2 by~f(x) := �minff(x); h2g � h1�+ :(2.4)If f is in W 1;p, so is ~f ; it is bounded by h2� h1, and vanishes outside a setof �nite measure. By de�nition, ff� = ( ~f)�, and fSf = S ~f .We say that a nonnegative measurable function f vanishes at in�nity,if all level sets at positive heights h di�er from bounded sets by sets ofmeasure zero. We will need this assumption for our convergence results.As mentioned in the introduction, Steiner symmetrization preserves Lp-norms and acts as a contraction on Lp for all positive p. Integrals of convexfunctionals of jrf j never increase under Steiner symmetrization; in partic-ular, W 1;p norms of functions (1 � p � 1), surface areas of graphs, and



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 5perimeters of sets can only decrease. However, since Steiner symmetriza-tion is not a linear transformation, these statements imply nothing aboutcontinuity with respect to gradient norms { and, indeed, spherical sym-metrization, which shares all these properties, is discontinuous as a trans-formation on W 1;p in any dimension greater than one [AlLi]. Our mainresult is the following Theorem 1.Theorem 1 (Continuity). Steiner symmetrization is continuous inW 1;p(Rn+1) for 1 � p < 1 in all dimensions n � 1. That is, for everysequence of nonnegative functionsfk ! f in W 1;p =) Sfk ! Sf in W 1;p :The key to the proof of Theorem 1 is the observation that Steinersymmetrization preserves the measure of the set of critical points (seeLemma 4.3 and Corollary 4.5) { in contrast with spherical symmetriza-tion in dimensions two and above, which, in general, shrinks the set ofcritical points.Almgren and Lieb proved that spherical symmetrization is discontinuousat a function f precisely if the set of critical points of f� has smallermeasurethan the set of critical points of f [AlLi]. Such functions form a densesubspace of W 1;p in all dimensions greater than one; however, sphericalsymmetrization is continuous at su�ciently smooth functions and at radialfunctions.In view of the discontinuity result of Almgren and Lieb and the con-tinuity statement of Theorem 1, it is natural to suspect that sphericalsymmetrization cannot be approximated in the strong W 1;p-topology by asequence of Steiner symmetrizations and rotations. The following theoremcon�rms this suspicion.Theorem 2 (Approximation of spherical symmetrization by Steiner sym-metrizations). Let f be a nonnegative function inW 1;p(Rn+1) that vanishesat in�nity. There exists a sequence of successive Steiner symmetrizationsand rotations ffkgk�0 of f which approximates f� in W 1;p, if and only ifspherical symmetrization is continuous at f .In spite of Theorem 2, sequences of Steiner symmetrizations can ap-proximate spherical symmetrization quite well. For instance, the angularcomponent of the gradient converges to zero.Theorem 3 (Convergence of the angular component of the derivative).Let f be a nonnegative measurable function in W 1;p(Rn+1) for some n > 1



6 A. BURCHARD GAFAand p � 1. Assume that f vanishes at in�nity. There exists a sequenceof functions ffkgk�0 which is constructed from f by a sequence of Steinersymmetrizations and rotations so that jrfk j � @fk=@rp ! 0 (n!1) :Theorem 3 is equivalent to the statement that the level sets of f convergeto balls in such a way, that also their perimeters converge to the perime-ters of the corresponding balls (see Proposition 7.1). In other words, forbounded measurable sets, the approximation of spherical symmetrizationby a sequence of Steiner symmetrizations is as good as one may hope for.We begin the main part of the paper in section 3 with a discussion ofthe smoothing properties of Steiner and spherical symmetrization. Propo-sition 3.1 says that these symmetrizations never increase the average energydensity in a set of a given size. This is a useful reformulation of the stan-dard energy inequalities. We use it in the proofs of all three theorems toshow convergence of sequences of functions constructed by rearrangements;it serves as a substitute for a majorizing function in Lebesgue's dominatedconvergence theorem.In section 4, we develop our principal tool for the proof of Theorem 1, adistribution function, and study its properties. We pay special attention tothe e�ect of Steiner symmetrization on sets where partial derivatives vanish.In Corollary 4.5 we show that the set of critical points does not shrink underSteiner symmetrization. At the beginning of the section, we explain how thework of Almgren and Lieb [AlLi] motivates our approach. Proposition 4.1gives a quantitative version of the strict rearrangement inequality for convexgradient integrals proved by Brothers and Ziemer [BrotZi]. The �rst half ofthe paper ends with the proof of Theorem 1 in section 5. Our proof stronglyrelies on Coron's continuity result for symmetrization in one dimension [Co].We then turn to the approximation results. We begin section 6 by com-bining Theorem 1 with the discontinuity result of Almgren and Lieb (oralternately Corollary 4.5 with Proposition 4.1) to show that, in general, thespherical symmetrization cannot be approximated by Steiner symmetriza-tions. This establishes the \only if" part of Theorem 2. We also showthat a sequence which approximates the spherical rearrangement of a givenfunction must certainly satisfy the conclusions of Theorem 3 and Proposi-tion 7.1, that is, the angular derivative converges to zero, and the perimeterof every level set converges to the perimeter of a ball. We also give somenotation and de�ne the sequences of Steiner symmetrizations and rotationsthat we use in the following two sections. In section 7, we prove Theorem 3



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 7and related statements about W 1;1-norms and perimeters of level sets. Weconclude with the proof of Theorem 2 in section 8.3 Smoothing PropertiesProposition 3.1 is a local version of the well-known fact that gradient normscannot increase under symmetrization. It was �rst proved in a more generalform by Alvino, Trombetti, and Lions [AlvTrLio].Proposition 3.1 (Local smoothing property). Let f be a nonnegativefunction in W 1;p(Rn) (where 1 � p < 1, and n � 1), and let Sf and f�be the Steiner and spherical symmetrizations of f . For every " > 0 andevery convex function F with F (0) = 0, F (z) � 0 for z � 0, we have theinequalities supjEj�" ZE F� jrf�(x)j �dx � supjEj�" ZE F� jrSf(x)j�dx(3.1) � supjEj�" ZE F� jrf(x)j�dx ;where jEj denotes the Lebesgue measure of E. In particular, if the integralon the right is �nite, then the other two integrals are also �nite.Remark. (i) The usual smoothing statements [BrotZi],[Du],[K] are recov-ered by taking "!1; note that the integrals are in�nite unless F (0) = 0.The choices F (z) = zp and F (z) = p1 + z2 � 1 give the statements thatW 1;p-norms and surface areas can only decrease under symmetrization.(ii) Alvino, Trombetti, and Lions showed in Proposition 2.1 of [AlvTrLio]that inequality (3.1) is in fact equivalent to the standard global energy in-equalities.Proof. Following Ahlfors [A] and Baernstein and Taylor [BTa], we de�nea simple rearrangement T f of a measurable function f . Fix a hyperplaneH that does not pass through the origin. Denote the half-space containingthe origin by H+, the other half space by H�, and let R be the reectionat the hyperplane. SetT f(x) := � maxff(x); f(Rx)g if x 2 H+minff(x); f(Rx)g if x 2 H�Then it is easy to see thatsupjEj�" ZE F� jrT f(x)j �dx = supjEj�" ZE F� jrf(x)j�dx ;(3.2)



8 A. BURCHARD GAFAin fact, jrT f j and jrf j are equimeasurable. This rearrangement appearsunder may names in the literature [A],[BTa],[Ben],[Be2],[BoLe],[BroSo],[FrFu],[HaLitP],[So]; we will refer to it as the two-point rearrangement off at the hyperplane H . The two-point rearrangements of a nonnegativefunction f in W 1;p at a suitable sequence of hyperplanes converge to thespherical symmetrization f� strongly in Lp, and weakly in W 1;p [BTa] (seealso [B],[BroSo],[So]). Similarly, the two-point rearrangements at a suitablesequence of parallel hyperplanes converge to the Steiner symmetrizationSf .To show the inequality for f�, �x " > 0, and let E be a set for which thesupremum on the left-hand side of (3.1) is achieved, and consider the re-striction of the sequence of rearranged functions to E. Since the functionalf 7! ZE F� jrf(x)j �dxis convex because F is convex and nondecreasing by assumption, it is lowersemiconinuous, and the claim follows from (3.2). �It follows immediately from Proposition 3.1 that for every sequence ffkgobtained from a function f in W 1;p by a sequence of Steiner symmetriza-tions and rotations, we haveZ jrfkjpXfjrfk j>Mgdx � supjEj�(krfkkp=M)p ZE jrfkjp dx! 0 (M !1)uniformly in k. Note that this property is certainly necessary for a sequenceto converge in W 1;p: If fgkgk�0 is a sequence of nonnegative functions inLp(Rd), thensupjEj�" ZE(gk(x))pdx = ZE�(g�k(x))pdx! 0 ("! 0) ;(3.3)by the convergence of the sequence fg�kgk�0 in Lp. Here g�k is the sphericalsymmetrization of gk, and E� is the centered ball of measure ".The following Lemma 3.2 will be used several times in the proof ofthe continuity and convergence results. We only state it for Steiner sym-metrization, but it holds equally for spherical symmetrization and any re-arrangement that can be obtained as a limit of two-point rearrangementsin Lp. The lemma is motivated by Theorems 7.2 and 7.5 of Almgren andLieb [AlLi], which correspond to the special case with fk = ~f�k . We proveit simply as a corollary of Proposition 3.1 .Lemma 3.2 (Equivalence of norms). Let fk (k � 0) and g be nonnegativefunctions in W 1;p(Rn) (1 � p < 1). Assume that each function fk is the



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 9result of a (�nite or Lp-convergent) sequence of Steiner symmetrizationsand rotations of a function ~fk , and let g be a measurable function withgradient rg. Then~fk ! ~g in W 1;pfk ! g in measurerfk ! rg pointwise a.e. 9=; =) fk ! g in W 1;p :In particular, convergence in W 1;q for some q implies convergence in W 1;p.Proof. If functions and their gradients are uniformly bounded and vanishoutside a set of �nite measure, the conclusion holds by dominated conver-genceIn general, �x 0 < h1 < h2, let B be the set where g > h1=2, and writeeach function fk as the sum of three slicesfk = minffk ; h1g+ �minffk ; h2g � h1�+ + (fk � h2)+ ;and similarly for g. The bottom and top slices are small in W 1;p uniformlyin k for h1 small, h2 large enough, because the fk are equimeasurable withthe ~fk which form a convergent sequence in W 1;p by assumption.The restrictions of the middle slices to B converge in Lp by dominatedconvergence. The restrictions of the middle slices to the complement of Bconverge to zero in measure, and hence in Lp.Similarly, the sequence of truncated gradientsrfkXfjrfkj<MgXBconverges in Lp. By Proposition 3.1, the error term satis�esrfkXfjrjf>Mgpp � supjEj�(krfkkp=M)p ZE jrfk jp dx� supjEj�(kr ~fkkp=M)p ZE jr ~fkjpdx ;which converges to zero uniformly in k asM !1 by equation (3.3). Again,the contribution of the middle slices outside B is small if k is large enoughby Proposition 3.1 and equation (3.3). �4 Distribution FunctionsIn preparation for the proof of Theorem 1, we recall the techniques devel-oped by Almgren and Lieb in their proof of the discontinuity of spherical



10 A. BURCHARD GAFAsymmetrization on W 1;p [AlLi]. By de�nition, the spherical symmetriza-tion of a function is determined by its distribution function (2.1). Theproperties of spherical symmetrization in Lp are easily understood fromthe layer-cake decompositions (2.2) and (2.3). However, it is not so easyuse information about the level sets to answer questions concerning the gra-dient. The principal tool for such questions is the co-area formula, whichsays that for every measurable function g,Z 10 Z@E(h) g ds dh = ZRn g jrf jdx ;where dx denotes integration in Rn, and ds integration with respect ton � 1-dimensional Hausdor� measure on the boundary of the level set off at height h. In the general co-area formula ([F, Theorem 4.5.9]), whichholds for functions of bounded variation, the domain of the inner integralis fx 2 Rn j �(x) � h � �(x)g, where �(x) and �(x) are the upper andlower approximate limits of f at x. We argue as Brothers and Ziemer(see [BrotZi, Section 2]), that, since for f in W 1;p the approximate limits� and � di�er only on a set of measure zero, we may integrate insteadover @E(h) (or, alternately, over f�1(h)) if we choose f to coincide withlim"!0 jB"j�1 RB"(x) f(x0)dx0.It follows with monotone convergence thatZ 10 Z@E(h) g jrf j�1 ds dh = lim"!0 Z 10 Z@E(h) g� jrf j+ "��1ds dh= ZRn gXfrf 6=0gdx :(4.1)Note that the co-area formula gives no information about the values of gon the set of critical points of f .Since the distribution function of f is a nonnegative nonincreasing func-tion, it de�nes a positive measure on R+. Almgren and Lieb write the dis-tribution function as a sum of three parts: The co-area distribution function�reg(h) := ��fx 2 Rn j f(x) > h ; rf(x) 6= 0g��(4.2)is the contribution of the set of regular points of f to the distribution func-tion. It is always absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.The name is motivated by the formula�reg(h) = Z 1h Z@E(h0) jrf j�1 ds dh0 :(4.3)The contribution of the critical points, the residual distribution function�crit(h) := ��fx 2 Rn j f(x) > h ; rf(x) = 0g�� ;(4.4)



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 11is split into a singular component which grows on a set of measure zerowhose pre-image has positive measure, and an absolutely continuous com-ponent which corresponds to the part of the set of critical values that issmeared out continuously over the heights. Spherical symmetrization is dis-continuous at those functions whose residual distribution function containsan absolutely continuous component; these functions are called co-area ir-regular. Functions where spherical symmetrization is continuous are calledco-area regular.Su�ciently smooth functions are always co-area regular, because theircritical values form a set of measure zero by the Morse-Sard-Federer theo-rem. The required smoothness, however, depends on the dimension. Func-tions of a single variable and radial functions in W 1;p are always co-arearegular (hence Coron's continuity result for n = 1), but for n > 1, co-area ir-regular functions are dense inW 1;p(Rn). Note that the co-area and residualdistribution functions may change under equimeasurable rearrangements,even though the distribution function and its absolutely continuous andsingular components are preserved. Spherical symmetrization is discontin-uous at co-area irregular functions because it removes the critical pointsthat produce the absolutely continuous component of the residual distribu-tion function.We illustrate the role of the di�erent distribution functions with a vari-ation of a sharp rearrangement result by Brothers and Ziemer ([BrotZi,Theorem 1.1]).Proposition 4.1 (Quantitative rearrangement inequality for convex gra-dient integrals). Let F be a strictly convex nonnegative function on R+with F (0) = 0. For every function f in W 1;p, equality inZ F (jrf j)dx � Z F (jrf�j)dximplies that f is co-area regular, and that the level sets of f at almost allheights are balls. In particular, we have for F (z) = zpkrfkpp � krf�kpp � Z 10 �(h)pjd=dh �reg(h)jp�1 � ��(h)pjd=dh �(h)jp�1dh ;and for F (z) = p1 + z2 � 1 (1 � p � 2)	(f)� 	(f�)r � Z 10 �q�(h)2 + (d=dh �reg(h))2 � jd=dh �reg(h)j�� �p��(h)2 + (d=dh �(h))2� jd=dh �(h)j� dh :



12 A. BURCHARD GAFAHere, �(h) and ��(h) are the perimeters of the level sets of f and f� ath, the distribution function � and �reg are de�ned by (2.1) and (4.2), and	(f) = R F (jrf j) dx is a substitute for the W 1;1-norm.Proof. With the co-area formula, we writeZ F (jrf j)dx = Z 10 Z@E(h)F (jrf j) jrf j�1 ds dh= Z 10 Z@E(h)G(jrf j�1)ds dh ;where G(z) = zF (z�1) is positive, strictly convex, and decreasing, andF (z) = zG(z�1). Jensen's inequality givesZ@E(h)G(jrf j�1)ds � �(h)G��(h)�1 Z@E(h) jrf j�1 ds�= �(h)G��(h)�1(�d=dh �reg(h))�� ��(h)G���(h)�1(�d=dh �(h))� ;where we have used (4.3) in the second line. The last inequality followswith the monotonicity and convexity properties of G from ��(h) � �(h)(with equality only if the level set of f at h is a ball), and jd=dh �reg(h)j �jd=dh �(h)j (with equality for almost all h only if f is co-area regular). Theclaim follows since f� produces equality in Jensen's inequality. �In the proof of Theorem 1, we adapt the approach of Almgren and Liebto Steiner symmetrization. Let f be a function on Rn+1 with arguments(x; y), where x 2 R, and y 2 Rn. We view the Steiner symmetrization asthe symmetrization of the family of one-dimensional cross sections f(�; y)parameterized by the transverse coordinate y. The relevant distributionfunction is ~�(y; h) = ��fx 2 R j f(x; y) > hg�� ;where j�j denotes Lebesgue measure inR; the Steiner symmetrization of f isdetermined by ~�. In other words, any property of f that can be formulatedin terms of ~� is preserved under Steiner symmetrization. We will frequentlyuse the one-dimensional analogue of (4.1)Z 10 Xf(�;y)=h g(�; y) = ZR g(x; y)Xf@=@xf(x;y) 6=0gdx :(4.5)Since for each �xed y, the distribution function ~�(�; y) is a nonincreasingfunction, it de�nes a positive measure on R+. We decompose this measureinto a part that is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure,



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 13and a singular part which is supported on the critical values of f(�; y). Incontrast with the decomposition by Almgren and Lieb, this decompositiondepends only on the distribution function ~�, and is accordingly preservedby Steiner symmetrization. We will see in section 5 that the di�culty inproving continuity of Steiner symmetrization is concentrated on the sup-port of the singular part of the measure. We describe this support in thefollowing two lemmas.Lemma 4.2 (Critical values). Let f be a nonnegative function inW 1;p(R),and and let �s be the singular part of the measure induced by its distribu-tion function � on R+. Then, for every Borel set B,�s(B) = ��fx 2 f�1(B) j d=dx f(x) = 0g�� = ��f�1(B \ C)�� ;where C is the support of the singular measure �s.Remark. (i) We will often refer to C as the set of critical values of f .Note that the usual de�nition as the image of the set of critical pointsmakes sense only for di�erentiable functions.(ii) The co-area regular functions on Rn are characterized by the anal-ogous property that�s(B) = ��fx 2 f�1(B) j rf(x) = 0g�� = ��f�1(B \ C)��for all Borel sets B, where C is the support of the singular part of themeasure induced by the distribution function of f .Proof. The claim follows immediately from two facts: a) The critical valuesform a Borel set of measure zero by the Morse-Sard-Federer theorem ([F,Theorem 3.4.3]); b) The derivative of a continuously di�erentiable functioninW 1;p vanishes almost everywhere on the inverse image of a set of measurezero ([AlLi, Theorem 3.1]; see also [LiLo, Theorem 6.19]). �The essential step in our proof of Theorem 1 will be to understand thetransverse derivatives ry f on the set where @f=@x vanishes. It is easy tosee that the transverse derivatives are constant almost everywhere on a setwhere f(�; y) is constant, that is, for almost all y 2 Rn, the set�(x; x0) j f(x; y) = f(x0; y) ; ryf(x; y) 6= ryf(x0; y)	has measure zero, because the gradient of F (x; x0; y) = f(x; y) � f(x0; y)vanishes almost everywhere on F�1(0). In the proof of Theorem 1, we willneed the following stronger version of this observation.Lemma 4.3 (Key lemma). Let f be a nonnegative function inW 1;p(Rn+1),B a Borel set in R, and C1 and C2 disjoint Borel sets in Rn. For each



14 A. BURCHARD GAFAy 2 Rn, de�ne two measures on R+ by�1(y; B) := ��fx 2 R j f(x; y) 2 B ; ryf(x; y) 2 C1g���2(y; B) := ��fx 2 R j f(x; y) 2 B ; ryf(x; y) 2 C2g��where ryf consists of the last n components of the gradient of f , and let�s1(y) and �s2(y) be the singular parts of these measures. Then, for almostall y, �s1(y) and �s2(y) are mutually singular.Proof. The idea is that the map (x; y) ! (f(x; y); y) transforms a neigh-borhood of a point where @f=@x = 0 into a set that has a hyperplane as atangent space. The hyperplane is determined by the transverse derivativeof f . Two such hyperplanes can meet at more than a point only if thetransverse derivatives coincide.Taking countable intersections and unions, we may assume that C1 andC2 are disjoint coordinate half-spaces. Integrating out n � 1 variables, wemay also assume that n = 1, so that�1(y; B) := ��fx 2 R j f(x; y) 2 B ; @=@y f(x; y) > �g���2(y; B) := ��fx 2 R j f(x; y) 2 B ; @=@y f(x; y) < �g��with � > �. We consider only the case � = 1, � = �1. The general casefollows by scaling and changing f(�; y) to f(�; y) + y with a constant .We will show that the measures de�ned on R2 by�s1(B) := ZR �s1(y; B(y))dy ; �s2(B) := ZR �s2(y; B(y))dyare mutually singular. Here, B is a measurable set in R2, and B(y) isits cross section at y. In general, two measures �1 and �2 are mutuallysingular, if their overlap�1 ^ �2 := inf[Bi=RXi min��1(Bi); �2(Bi)	vanishes (the in�mum is taken over all �nite disjoint unions). In our specialcase, we have �s1 ^ �s2 = Z �s1(y) ^ �s2(y)dy :Assume for the moment that f is continuously di�erentiable. Then thesets D1 := �(x; y) 2 R2 j @=@y f(x; y) > 1	D2 := �(x; y) 2 R2 j @=@y f(x; y) < �1	



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 15are open. We can coverD1 andD2 with countably many closed squares thatsatisfy the following compatibility condition: Any pair of squares can besubdivided into a �nite number of smaller squares, so that the projectionsof each pair of smaller squares to the y-axis either coincide, or intersectin at most one point. (Such a covering can be constructed with dyadicsubdivisions of a �xed grid on R2.)We will show that the singular part of the measures induced by therestrictions of f to any pair of squares Q1 � D1 and Q2 � D2 are mutuallysingular. This will prove the claim when f is continuously di�erentiable.Let Q1 and Q2 be a pair of squares from the covering of D1 and D2that have the same projection to the y-axis. (For pairs of squares whoseprojections intersect in at most one point there is nothing to show.) ByLemma 4.2, the singular parts of the measures induced by the restrictionsof f to Q1 and Q2 are just the measures induced by the restrictions of f tothe subsets Qs1 and Qs2, respectively, on which @f=@x vanishes.Fix " > 0. Since Qs1 and Qs2 are compact, we can bound j@f=@xj ina �-neighborhood of Qs1 and Qs2 by " if � is small enough. We cut thesquares Q1 and Q2 into vertical strips of equal height �. Fix a pair of suchstrips, one in Q1, and one in Q2. By de�nition of Q1 and Q2, the images ofthese strips under (x; y) 7! (y; f(x; y)) satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4proved below. If the intersection of the image strips contains a point (y0; h)where y is a critical value for the restriction of f(�; y0) to the strip in Q1 aswell as for the restriction to the strip in Q2, then, by our choice of �, thewidth of the image strips at y0 is at most "�. By Lemma 4.4, two strips canintersect only for y in an interval of length at most "�. The contributionof any pair of strips at a given y to the overlap �s1(y) ^ �s2(y) is at most �.Hence, that the total contribution of the strips to �s1 ^ �s2 is at most "�2.If the intersection of the image strips contains no such point, then the twostrips do not contribute to �s1^�s2 by Lemma 4.2. Summing over the strips,we see that the contribution of Q1 and Q2 to the overlap is bounded aboveby "l2, where l is the side length of Q1 and Q2. This completes the prooffor di�erentiable f .To �nish the proof for general f 2 W 1;p, note that for any " > 0, wecan �nd a continuously di�erentiable function ~f that di�ers from f on aset of measure less than " (see [F, Theorem 3.1.16]). The measures ~�s1 and~�s2 induced by ~f di�er from �s1 and �s2 by at most ", and the same is truefor their overlap. Since " was arbitrary, the claim is proven. �Lemma 4.4 (Intersection of strips). Let [a1(y); b1(y)] and [a2(y); b2(y)] be



16 A. BURCHARD GAFAtwo families of intervals, where a1(y)� y and b1(y)� y are monotonicallyincreasing, and a2(y) + y and b2(y) + y are monotonically decreasing for yin a given interval. Then [a1(y); b1(y)] and [a2(y); b2(y)] intersect for y inan interval of length at most (b1(y0) � a1(y0) + b2(y0) � a2(y0))=2, wherey0 is any point for which the intersection is not empty.Proof. We may assume that y0 = 0. The intersection is empty unlessb2(y) � a1(y) and b1(y) � a2(y). The monotonicity assumptions implythat for the intersection to be nonempty, we need b2(0)� y � a1(0)+ y fory � 0, and b1(0) + y � a2(0)� y for y � 0. �Lemma 4.3 immediately implies that the set of critical points cannotshrink under Steiner symmetrization.Corollary 4.5 (Steiner symmetrization preserves the measure of the setof critical points). Let f be a nonnegative function in W 1;p(Rn+1), and letB be Borel set in R+. Then��fx 2 R j Sf(x; y) 2 B ; rSf(x; y) = 0g��= ��fx 2 R j f(x; y) 2 B ; rf(x; y) = 0g��for almost all y 2 Rn. In particular, Steiner symmetrization preserves theco-area distribution function �reg and the residual distribution functionfunction �crit of f de�ned by equations (4.2) and (4.4).Proof. Let C be a Borel set in Rn, and let �sC be the singular part ofthe measure induced by the restriction of f to the set where ryf 2 C.Lemma 4.3 is equivalent to the more general statement that �sC does notchange under Steiner symmetrization, that is,��fx 2 R j f(x; y) 2 B ; @=@x f(x; y) = 0 ; ryf(x; y) = 0g��= ��fx 2 R j Sf(x; y) 2 B ; @=@xSf(x; y) = 0 ; ry Sf(x; y) = 0g��for almost all y. �5 ContinuityOur strategy for the proof of Theorem 1 is to reduce all considerationsto calculations with functions of a single variable. We think of the givenfunction f(x; y1; : : : ; yn), its partial derivatives, as well as Sf and its par-tial derivatives as functions of x that depend on the parameters y =(y1; : : : ; yn). We use Coron's result to show that the partial derivativein the x-direction transforms continuously under Steiner symmetrization.



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 17For the partial derivatives in the transverse directions, we �nd a formulathat can be calculated for a �xed value of y directly from the restriction off and its partial derivatives to the cross section at y. At regular points ofthe restriction of Sf to the cross section, this becomes an explicit formula,and we can easily prove continuity. To understand the behavior at criticalpoints, we use our results from section 4.Since the Steiner symmetrization of f is de�ned by rearranging the crosssections f(�; y), the partial derivative @=@xSf(�; y) can be calculated fromf(�; y) without any information on neighboring cross sections. The formulais @@x Sf(x; y) = 2� X�:f(�;y)=f(x;y) (@=@x f(�; y))�1 ��1 ;(5.1)with the convention that @=@xSf(x; y) = 0 whenever @=@x f(�; y) = 0 forone of the terms in the sum (see [Co]). By the rearrangement inequalityfor the derivative in one dimension,Z ���� @@x Sf(x; y)����p dx � Z ���� @@x f(x; y)����p dx :In the next lemma,we prove the less obvious fact that also the transversederivatives ry Sf(�; y) are determined by the values of f and its partialderivatives on the cross section. Our formula says that, for almost all crosssections y, the transverse derivatives of S at a point (x; y) are the averagesof the transverse derivatives of f over the set where f(�; y) = f�(x; y); inother words, it is the expected value of the transverse derivative on thecross section, conditioned on the value of f .Lemma 5.1 (The transverse derivative of Sf). Let f be a nonnegativefunction in W 1;p with Steiner symmetrization Sf . ThenZ rySf(x; y)XfSf(x;y)2Bgdx = Z ryf(x; y)Xff(x;y)2Bgdx(5.2)and Z jrySf(x; y)jpXfSf(x;y)2Bgdx � Z jryf(x; y)jp Xff(x;y)2Bgdx(5.3)for almost all y, and all Borel sets B 2 R+. Moreover, ry(Sf)(x; y) de-pends on x only through f(x; y), that is, there exists a function � : R! Rn



18 A. BURCHARD GAFAso that rySf(x; y) = �(y; f(x; y)) almost everywhere :(5.4)Properties (5.2) and (5.4) uniquely determine ry Sf in Lp(Rn).Proof. We may again assume that n = 1. To show formula (5.2), it issu�cient to consider the case where B is an interval, B = (h1; h2) with0 < h1 < h2. The slice ~f de�ned by (2.4) satis�esZ @@y ~f(x; y)dx = Z @@y f(x; y)Xff(x;y)2Bgdx ;and similarly for the rearrangements. But for almost every y,Z @@y ~f(x; y)dx = lim�!0 Z ~f(x; y + �)� ~f(x; y � �)2� dx ;which is unchanged under Steiner symmetrization since Sf(�; y) is equimea-surable with f(�; y). Inequality (5.3) holds because S acts as a contractionon Lp(R).To see the formula (5.4), note that the set where Sf(�; y) takes a givenvalue h consists either of two points, or of two intervals of equal length. Ifthe set consists of two points, (5:4) automatically holds by the reectionsymmetry of Sf . If the set has positive measure, the transverse derivative@f=@y is equal to a constant almost everywhere on the set by Lemma 4.3.Inequality (5.3) and identity (5.2) imply that @ Sf=@y on the set whereSf(�; y) = h equals the same constant.Uniqueness follows from formulas (5.2) and (5.4) by choosing B to be asmall interval of the form (h� "; h+ ") and taking the limit "! 0. �As discussed above, the point of Lemma 5.1 is that the transverse deriva-tives ry Sf(�; y) can be de�ned for �xed y using only information on f(�; y)and ry f(�; y). We introduce new notation to suppress the dependenceon y. For every � 2 W 1;p(R), de�ne an operator T (�; �) on Lp(R) byZ(S)��1(B) T (�;  )(x)dx= Z��1(B) (x)dx(5.5)for all Borel sets B � R+, and the requirement that for every � and  there exists a measurable function � so thatT (�;  ) = � � � in W 1;p :(5.6)By Lemma 5.1, T (f(�; y); @=@yi f(�; y)) coincides with @=@yiSf(�; y) foralmost every y. By construction, T (�; �) is linear and order-preserving onLp. It is a contraction, because the value of T (�;  ) on the set where of



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 19S� = h is a weighted average of the values of  on the set where � = h.Moreover, if  = � � �, then T (�;  ) =  .Lemma 5.2 (Continuity of T ). The operator T de�ned by equations (5.5)and (5.6) has the property that for every pair of sequences �k ! � inW 1;p(R),  k !  in Lp(R), there exists a subsequence (again denoted by(�k;  k)) so thatT (�k;  k)XfdS�=dx6=0g! T (�;  )XfdS�=dx6=0g (k!1)pointwise almost everywhere.Remark. It is not hard to see that the sequence fT (�k;  k)XfdS�=dx6=0ggk�0actually converges in Lp. In particular, if the derivative of � vanishes on aset of measure zero, then T is continuous at (�;  ) for any  . If it vanisheson a set of positive measure, then T is continuous at (�;  ) only if the twofunctions satisfy certain compatibility conditions. We will use Lemma 4.3to show that these compatibility conditions are always satis�ed if  is thetransverse derivative of �.Proof. Since T (�; �) is a contraction on Lp, we need to prove only thatT (�k;  )XfdS�=dx6=0g! T (�;  )XfdS�=dx6=0g in Lp (k!1) ;where  is a smooth function with compact support. Fix a regular point xof S�, that is, a point where the derivative is de�ned and nonzero. Then��1(h), where h = S�(x), is discrete. Taking the limit " ! 0 in formulas(5.5) and (5.6) with B = (h� "; h+ ") givesT (�;  )(x) = � X�2��1(h) �d=dx �(�)��1��1 X�2��1(h) �d=dx �(�)��1 (�) :(5.7)Let �1; : : : ; �l be the points in ��1(h) , and let I1; : : : ; Il be small open inter-vals containing them. Choose � so small that ��1(h� �; h+ �) is containedin those intervals. For the given sequence f�kg that converges to � in W 1;pas k ! 1, let hk := S�k(x); this converges to h as k !1. Moreover, bythe locally uniform continuity and the locally uniform convergence of the�k, we see that ��1k (hk) is contained in the intervals I1; : : : ; Il for k largeenough.Now we apply Coron's result that S�k converges to S� as k ! 1.By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that the gradients convergepointwise almost everywhere, and in particular, that almost every regularpoint of S� is a regular point of S�k for k large enough. Choosing functions



20 A. BURCHARD GAFA�kj 2 W 1;p (j = 1; : : : ; l) to coincide with �k on Ij and with � on Ii (i 6= j),and to take values outside (h��; h+�) on the complement of the Ii, Coron'sresult says that�Xi X�2��1kj (hk)\Ii �d=dx �k(�)��1��1 ! �Xi �d=dx �(xi)��1��1 (k!1)(see formula (5.1)), that is,X�2��1k (hk)\Ij �d=dx �k(�)��1 ! �d=dx �(xj)��1 (k !1) :Since  is continuous by assumption, it follows thatX�2��1k (hk)\Ij �d=dx �k(�)��1 (�)! �d=dx �(�j)��1 (�j) (k! 1) :This proves pointwise convergence almost everywhere on the set of regularpoints of S�. �Proof of Theorem 1. Let ffkgk�0 be a sequence of nonnegative functionson Rn+1 that converges to a function f in W 1;p. We want to show that Sfkconverges to Sf in W 1;p. Since it is well known that Sfk converges to Sfin Lp as k ! 1, we see from Lemma 3.2 that we need to show only thatthere exists a subsequence along which rSfk(�; y) converges to rSfk(�; y)pointwise almost everywhere for almost every y. Coron's continuity resultfor symmetrization inW 1;p(R) implies the desired convergence for the par-tial derivative @=@xSf(�; y) in the direction of symmetrization. To provethe convergence of the transverse partial derivative @=@yi f(�; y), we needto consider only x and yi as variables and may treat the other variablesyj (j 6= i) as parameters. This shows that Theorem 1 holds for all n � 1provided it holds for n = 1.Assume now that n = 1, that is, f is a function on the plane. Lemma 5.2says that @=@y Sfk(�; y) converges to @=@ySf(�; y) pointwise almost every-where on the set of regular points of Sf(�; y). We now turn to the con-vergence on the set of critical points. We can write with the layer-cakeprinciple @@y f(x; y) = Z 10 Xf @@y f(x;y)>�g � Xf @@y f(x;y)<��g d�so we need to proveT (fk;XM)Xf@S�=@x=0g ! T (f;XM )Xf@S�=@x=0g in Lp (k !1)



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 21where M is a level set of @f=@y. Clearly,0 � T (fk;XM) � 1by the properties (5.5) and (5.6). Choose B in (5.2) to be the support ofthe singular part of the measure induced by the restriction to M . UsingLemma 5.1 and Lemma 4.3, which says that this component of the measureis singular with respect to the components induced by the restriction to thecomplement of M , we see thatZ T (f(�; y);XM)Xf@=@xf(x;y)=0gdx = Z T (f(�; y);XM)XfSf(x;y)2Bgdx= Z XM(x)Xff(x;y)2Bgdx= ��fx j f(x; y) 2 Bg�� ;in other words, T (f(�; y);XM) restricted to the set of critical points is acharacteristic function. The following Lemma 5.3 withgk = T (fk(�; y);XM)Xf@=@xf(�;y)=0gcompletes the proof. �Lemma 5.3 (Convergence to characteristic functions). Let fgkgk�1 be asequence of functions in Lp(R) (1 � p < 1) which converges weakly inLp to a characteristic function XA. Assume moreover, that 0 � g(x) � 1.Then there exists a subsequence that converges pointwise almost every-where to XA. Equivalently, for all sets B of �nite measure, gkXB ! XA\Bstrongly in Lp.Proof. Weak convergence of gkXB to XA\B implies thatlim infk!1 ZB(gk(x))pdx � jA \Bj ;and the other assumption thatlim supk!1 ZB(gk(x))pdx � limk!1 Z gk(x)XB(x)dx = jA \Bj :For p > 1, convergence of the norm together with weak convergence im-plies strong convergence. For p = 1, we use that, since the gk are uniformlybounded, and B has �nite measure, all Lp- norms are essentially equiva-lent. �



22 A. BURCHARD GAFA6 Sequences of Steiner SymmetrizationsWe now turn to the problem of approximating spherical symmetrizationby a sequence of Steiner symmetrizations. We were led to consider thisproblem by an argument of Michael Loss [Lo] which showed that the conti-nuity of Steiner symmetrization alone implies that such an approximationis not possible in W 1;p for functions at which the spherical rearrangementis discontinuous.Another argument for the same fact goes as follows. Let ffkgk�0 be asequence of functions obtained from a nonnegative function f in W 1;p bya sequence of Steiner symmetrizations and rotations. Since Steiner sym-metrization does not change the co-area regular distribution function �regde�ned by (4.2), Proposition 4.1 implies thatkrfkkpp � krf�kpp = Z 10 �k(h)pjd=dh �reg(h)jp�1 � ��(h)pjd=dh �(h)jp�1 dh� Z 10 ��(h)p� 1jd=dh �reg(h)jp�1 � 1jd=dh �(h)jp�1�dh ;which is strictly positive if p > 1 unless f is co-area regular. (For p = 1,we use the convex functional 	 in place of the norm.) This implies, �rst,that the spherical rearrangement of a co-area irregular function cannot beapproximated by Steiner symmetrizations, and secondly, that it is certainlynecessary for convergence of an approximating sequence that the level setsconverge to balls.It is known that most sequences of Steiner symmetrizations and rota-tions produce sequences of functions that converge to the spherical rear-rangement in Lp [M], the only exceptions being those that violate an er-godicity condition. We suspect that, similarly, most sequences should givethe convergence properties claimed in Theorems 2 and 3, but, for technicalreasons, we will choose sequences of symmetrizations that depend on thefunction being symmetrized.We �nd it convenient to change notation (as compared with section 2).We write points in Rn+1 as x = (x0; : : : ; xn) = (x0; x̂) with x0 2 R andx̂ 2 Rn, and denote Steiner symmetrization with respect to the coordinateaxes by S0; : : : ;Sn. We de�ne a sequence of symmetrizations correspondingto a given sequence of rotations fRkgk�1 bySk := Sn � � �S0Rk :(6.1)Let f be a nonnegative measurable function whose level sets have �nite



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 23measure. We de�ne a sequence of symmetrizations ffkgk�0 of f byf0 = f ; fk = Skfk�1 :(6.2)We use the co-area formula to reduce the statements of Theorems 2 and 3 tostatements about level sets. If A is a level set of f , then the correspondinglevel set of fk is determined byA0 = f ; Ak = SkAk�1 :(6.3)By construction, Sn � � �S0A = �x 2 Rn+1 �� jx0j < �(x̂)	(6.4)for some function � onRn which is nonnegative, symmetric under reectionthrough coordinate planes, and nonincreasing in the variables (jx1j ;:::; jxnj).If A is contained in a ball of radius R, then � is bounded above by R, andhas support in the ball of radius R.It is well known that there are many sequences of rotations for whichthe sequence of sets de�ned by (6.3) converges to a ball with respect to bothsymmetric di�erence and Hausdor� distance [H]. For instance if, for all k,Rk equals a �xed rotation R which satis�es the ergodicity condition thattogether with the reections at the coordinate hyperplanes it generates adense subset of the rotation group O(n), then then there exists for each� > 0 a number k0 (which depends only on the ratio R=r) so that for everysubset A of the ball of radius R,Br(1��) � An � Br(1+�)(6.5)for all k � k0. Here, r denotes the radius of the ball equimeasurable with A.Similarly, it is clear that for f 2 W 1;p, the sequence ffkg is bounded,and hence has a subsequence that converges weakly in W 1;p. If we pick thesequence of rotations so that fk converges to f� in Lp, the weak W 1;p-limitmust be f�. Another consequence of the Lp-convergence is the followinglemma.Lemma 6.1. Let f be a nonnegative function in Lp, and let ffkgk�0 be asequence of rearrangements of f so that the level sets of fk converge to thelevel sets of f� in the sense of (6.5). Let F be a Borel measurable functionfor which R F (f)dx is �nite. ThenF (fk) ! F (f�) in L1 (k!1) :Proof. Decomposing F into its positive and negative parts and using thelayer-cake principle, we see that it is su�cient to prove thatf�1k (B) ! f��1(B) in symmetric di�erence (k!1)(6.6)



24 A. BURCHARD GAFAfor all Borel sets B. Our assumption on the convergence of the level setsimplies that (6.6) holds for intervals B = (a; b]; it holds for the complementof a set if it holds for the set, and it holds for unions of chains of sets bymonotone convergence. Hence it holds for the algebra of �nite unions ofintervals and their complements. We extend (6.6) to all Borel sets with themonotone class theorem (see, for example, Theorem 1.3 in [LiLo]). �Lemma 6.2 (Lipschitz parameterization). Let A be a subset of the ball ofradius R whose boundary is given by monotone functions as in (6.4). For" > 0, let Ĉ" be the complement of an "-neighborhood of the coordinatehyperplanes in Sn, and C" the corresponding cone in Rn+1. There exists anumber L (which depends only on ") so that the boundary of A is given inpolar coordinates by a function which is continuous on Sn, and Lipschitzcontinuous with constant LR on Ĉ".Proof. We may assume that R = 1. The angle between the normal of Aat a boundary point x with the position vector is at most �=2 � ". TheLipschitz constant is L = (1 + �) tan(�=2� ") . �Equation (6.4) also leads to an upper bound for the perimeter.Lemma 6.3 (Surface area of the graph of a monotone function). Thesurface area of the graph of a monotone function � from the n-dimensionalbox [0; a1]� � � � � [0; an] to [0; an+1] is at mostPn+1i=1 Qj 6=i aj .Proof (by induction over the dimension). For n = 0, the graph is a singlepoint, and there is nothing to show. Assume the claim has been proven fordimension n�1, and let � be a function on the n-dimensional box. We mayassume by approximation that � is di�erentiable and strictly decreasing inthe sense thatx0i � xi (i = 1; : : : ; n) ; x0 6= x =) �(x0) > �(x) :With the co-area formula (4.1) we estimate the surface area of the graphof � byZ a10 � � �Z an0 q1 + jr�j2 dx1; : : : ; dxn � Z a10 � � �Z an0 1 + jr�j dx1 : : : ; dxn= nYi=1 ai + Z an+10 Z��1(h) 1 ds dh :Since the boundaries of the level sets of � are again graphs of monotonefunctions, we can apply the inductive hypothesis to complete the proof. �



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 257 Convergence of W 1;1W 1;1W 1;1-norms and PerimetersIn this section we prove that for a given nonnegative function f that van-ishes at in�nity, there are sequences of Steiner symmetrizations and ro-tations that approach the space of radial functions in the sense that theangular component of the gradient converges to zero. We �rst reformulatethe statement of Theorem 3.Proposition 7.1 (Convergence of the W 1;1-norm). Let f be a nonnega-tive measurable function in W 1;p(Rn+1) for some n � 1 and some p � 1.Assume that f vanishes at in�nity. There exists a sequence of functionsffkgk�0 which is obtained from f by a sequence Steiner symmetrizationsand rotations as in (6.2) so that for every 0 < h1 < h2, the slices of f� andfk de�ned by (2.4) satisfy~fk ! f� in L1 ; ~fk * f� weakly in W 1;1 ; k ~fkk1;1 ! k ~f�k1;1 (k !1) :Proof of Theorem 3 (given Proposition 7.1). Replacing f by a slice as in(2.4), we may assume that it is a bounded function with compact support.By Lemma 3.2, we only need to show that jrfk j�@fk=@r converges to zeroin L1. Using the one-dimensional co-area formula in polar coordinates, wesee that jrfkj � @fk=@r1 = ZSn Z 10 � jrfk j � @fk=@r�rndr d�= krfkk1 � Z 10 ZSn r(�; h)nd� dh ;where r(�; h) is the parameterization of the boundary of the level set atheight h in polar coordinates. By Proposition 7.1, the �rst term convergesto krf�k1. But since the function r(�; h) converges uniformly to the radiusof the level set of f� at height h, the second term converges to the samelimit. �We need some more notation for the proof of Proposition 7.1. Wedenote the Lebesgue measure of a measurable set A � Rn+1 by jAj, andthe perimeter of A by �(A). To be speci�c, our de�nition of the perimeterof A will be �(A) := lim"!0 "�1��(A+ B") nA�� ;where B" is the centered ball of radius ", and A + B" is the set wherethe convolution of the characteristic function is positive (that is, the "-neighborhood of the set of density points of A). However, since the se-



26 A. BURCHARD GAFAquence of symmetrizations de�ned below quickly transforms A into a setwith Lipschitz boundary by Lemma 6.2, any of the common de�nitions willdo. The Brunn-Minkowski inequality implies that the perimeter never in-creases under Steiner symmetrization; it must strictly decrease unless A is(up to a translation, and except for a set of measure zero) already symmet-ric under reection at the hyperplane of symmetrization. If C is anothermeasurable set, we will denote by�(AjC) := lim"!0 "�1��((A+ B") \ C) nA��the perimeter of A in C.By the co-area formula, the proof of Proposition 7.1 amounts to showingthat the perimeter of all level sets of the fn converges to the perimeter of f�.Conversely, if A is a bounded star-shaped set, we can write �(A) = 2 krfk1,where f is de�ned byf(x) := � 1� inff� > 0 j ��1x 2 Ag x 2 A0 x 62 A :(If A is not star-shaped, we replace it by Sn � � �S0A). Since f satis�es theassumptions of Proposition 7.1, there exists a sequence of symmetrizationsfAkg of A whose perimeters converge to the perimeter of A�.The main idea in the proof of Proposition 7.1 is the observation that,although Steiner symmetrization is not a local transformation, its e�ect ona set that is close to a ball in the sense of (6.5) can be localized in polarcoordinates.Lemma 7.2 (Localization). Let C1 � C2 be two cones in Rn+1 which aresymmetric under the reection (x0; x1; : : : ; xn) 7! (�x0; x1; : : : ; xn), and letĈ1 and Ĉ2 be their intersections with Sn. Assume that Ĉ1 has distance atleast " from the complement of Ĉ2.For every " > 0 there exists � > 0 (which does not depend on C1, C2,r, and n) and a set of the formD = fx 2 Rn+1 j x0 2 R; x̂ 2 D̂gwhere D̂ is a subset of Rn, so that for every measurable set A satisfying(6.5), we have the inclusionsA \ C1 � A \D � A \ C2 :Proof. It is su�cient to prove the claim in the case where Ĉ1 is a pair ofpoints and Ĉ2 is an "-neighborhood of C1. Performing a rotation about the



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 27x0-axis, we may assume that the pair of points lies in the x0 � x1-plane.Suppressing the coordinates x2; : : : ; xd, we writeĈ1 := �(�r sin�; cos�)	 ; Ĉ2 := �(sin �; cos �) �� jj�j � j�jj < "	 ;where � is a �xed angle in [0; �=2]. If � is so small that(1+�) cos (�+ ") < (1��) cos (�) ; (1+�) cos (�) < (1��) cos (�� ") ;we can choose D̂ = [(1� �)r cos�; (1 + �)r cos�] . �Lemma 7.3 (Local perimeter estimate). Let A be a measurable set inRn, let C1, C2, and � be as in Lemma 7.2, and assume that A satis�esrelation (6.5). Then�(S0AjC1) � �(AjC2)�(S0AjC2) � �(AjC1)� �(A) + �(S0A) :Similarly, if f is a function in W 1;1 so that all level sets of f satisfy (6.5),then ZC1 jrS0f jdx � ZC1 jrf jdxZC2 jrS0f jdx � ZC1 jrf jdx� krfk1 + krS0fk1 :Proof. The �rst line follows directly from Lemma 7.2 and the fact thatS0(A \D) = (S0A) \D ;to prove the second line we make the same argument for the complementof D. The claims for f follow with the co-area formula. �We next prove that perimeter of a set that has been symmetrized suf-�ciently often to be close to a ball in the sense of (6.5) is close to theperimeter of a ball at least in some sectors of space. We use the fact thatthe boundary of Ak can be written as the graph of a monotone function asin (6.4).Lemma 7.4 (Area of a polar cap). LetĈ� := �x 2 Sn �� x0 > 0 ; jx̂j � sin�	be the polar cap of opening angle � on the unit sphere in Rn (n � 2), letC� the corresponding cone, and let A be a set of the form (6.4) that is closeto the ball Br in the sense of (6.5). If � is small enough and � � �2, then�(AjC�) � (1 + ") �(A�jC�) :(7.1)



28 A. BURCHARD GAFASimilarly, if f is a nonnegative function in W 1;1 so that all level sets satisfy(6.4) and (6.5) with � and � as above, thenZC� jrf jdx � (1 + ") ZC� jrf�jdx :(7.2)Proof. The boundary of A in C� can be written as the graph of a monotonefunction over the disc of radius (1+�)r sin�. We can continue this functionmonotonically to the smallest square containing the disc without changingthe total variation. Lemma 6.3 gives�(AjC�) � jSn�1j((1 + �)r�)nn �1 + n2n (1 + � � (1� �) cos�� � ;which together with �(A�jC�) � jSn�1j(r sin�)nnimplies the claim (7.1). Inequality (7.2) follows with the co-area formula. �Proof of Proposition 7.1. Let f be a nonnegative function in W 1;1 thatvanishes at in�nity. Fix " > 0. We will construct a �nite sequence ofrotations fRjg1�j�k so that all level sets of fk satisfykrfjk1 � (1 + ") krf�k1(7.3)for j � k. Since the norm cannot increase under symmetrization, we needto prove the claim only for j = k.By Lemma 7.4, there exist positive numbers �0 and �0, so that, if thelevel sets of fk satisfy (6.5), thenZC� jrfk jdx � (1 + "=3) ZC� jrf�jdx(7.4)for all � � �0, � � �0, where C� is the cone of opening angle � centered atthe x0-axis. We choose two such cones C1 � C2 whose opening angles areclose enough so that(1 + ") ZC1 jrf�jdx � (1 + 2"=3) ZC2 jrf�jdx :(7.5)Then we choose � � �0 so small that Lemma 7.3 holds with C1; C2, and �.We would like to perform a sequence of Steiner symmetrizations androtations so that all level sets of fk satisfy (6.5) with the chosen �. Thiswill in general not be possible because the convergence of level sets to balls isuniform only for sets so that R=r is bounded above, where R is the radiusof the smallest ball containing the set, and r the radius of its spherical



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 29symmetrization. However, we may approximate f in W 1;1 by a slice ~f asin (2.4) with an error that is as small as we please. Since we assumed thatf vanishes at in�nity, we can choose the heights h1 and h2 so that ~f hascompact support, and the sizes of level sets are bounded away from zero.If k is large enough, all level sets of ~fk satisfy (6.5) and consequently (7.4).If ~fk already satis�es (7.3), we are done. Otherwise, there exists a rotationR so that ZC1 jrR ~fkjdx > (1 + ") ZC1 jr ~f�jdx :(7.6)We set Rk+1 = R, and de�ne Sk+1 and fk+1 by (6.1) and (6.2). CombiningLemma 7.3 with inequalities (7.4), (7.5), and (7.6), we see thatkrfkk1 � krfk+1k1 � krR ~fkk1 � krS0R ~fkk1� ZC1 jrR ~fkjdx� ZC2 jrS0R ~fk jdx� "=3 ZC2 jr ~f�jdx > 0 :The claim (7.3) will hold after repeating the last step �nitely many times.Our construction also guarantees the convergence in L1 and the weak con-vergence in W 1;1, since (6.5) holds with � as small as we please for k largeenough. �Remark. The sequence ffkg constructed in the proof of Proposition 7.1satis�es ZC jrfk j dx ! ZC jrf�j dx (k!1)for all open cones C in Rn+1. Similarly, if A is a bounded set, there existsa sequence fAkg as in (6.3) so that�(AkjC)! �(A�jC) (k!1) :8 Symmetrization of Co-area Regular FunctionsLet f be a nonnegative co-area regular function in W 1;p that vanishes atin�nity. We will construct a sequence of Steiner symmetrizations and ro-tations by (6.2) that approximates f� in W 1;p.Following Almgren and Lieb [AlLi], we use the functional	(f) := Z �q1 + jrf j2 � 1�dx



30 A. BURCHARD GAFAin place of W 1;p-norms to indicate convergence or divergence of a sequenceinW 1;p. If f has compact support, 	(f) gives the surface area of the graphof f , minus the measure of its support. Note thatF (z) =p1 + z2 � 1is strictly convex and increasing for all positive x, and F (0) = 0. In par-ticular, 	(f) can only decrease under Steiner or spherical symmetrizationof f .Our strategy is to symmetrize a given function f until we arrive at afunction fk for which 	(fk) can only decrease very little under any Steinersymmetrization. Using an explicit lower bound for the drop in 	 underSteiner symmetrization, we show that the gradient of such a function re-stricted to a level surface is close to a constant.This is not enough to ensure convergence in general, because the co-area formula gives no information about the set of critical points. If f isco-area regular, however, convergence of fk to f� in Lp implies that theset of critical points of fk converges to the set of critical points of f� insymmetric di�erence, since the sets of critical points of fk and f� di�er bysets of measure zero from and f�1k (C) and f��1(C), where C is the set ofcritical values discussed in Remark (ii) after Lemma 4.2, and Lemma 6.1applies.Lemma 8.1 (Convergence of surface area). Let f be a function in W 1;1.There exists a sequence of rotations fRkgk�1 so that for fk de�ned by (6.2),supR �	(fk)�	(S0Rfk)�! 0 (k!1) ;and, moreover,fk ! f� in L1 ; kfkk1;1 ! kf�k1;1 (k!1) :Proof. We construct the sequence recursively. Set k1 = 1. Since the surfacearea can only decrease under symmetrization, any sequence of the form(6.2) satis�es 	(fk)� 	(S0Rfk) � 	(fk)� inffRlg liml!1	(fk+l)(8.1)for every rotationR. Assume that f1; : : : ; fkj are already given. If j is even,we choose the next terms in the sequence of rotations Rkj + 1; : : : ;Rkj+1so that 	(fkj+1 ) � 12�	(fkj ) + inffRkg liml!1	(fkj+l)� ;



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 31that is,	(fkj+1 )� inffRkg liml!1	(fkj+1+l) � 12�	(fkj )� inffRkg liml!1	(fkj+l)� ;where the in�mum is taken over all possible continuations of the given �nitesequence of rotations. If j is odd, we apply Proposition 7.1, and choose thenext terms in the sequence of rotations so thatkfkj+1k1;1 � kf�k1;1 + 2�j :By the monotonicity of the norm, this inequality will hold for all later termsin the sequence. Repeating the last two steps, we can produce a sequenceof rotations along which the right hand side of (8.1) converges to zero, andwhich satis�es the conclusion of Proposition 7.1. �Lemma 8.2 (The drop in surface area). Let f be a nonnegative function inW 1;p(Rn+1). Assume that for x̂ in some open setB and all h1 < h < h2, theequations f(x) = h, (x1; : : : ; xn) = x̂ have exactly two solutions, x+(x̂; h)and x�(x̂; h), that @=@x0 f(x+) � 0, @=@x0 f(x�) � 0, and that the anglesof rf(x+(x̂; h)) and rf(x+(x̂; h)) with the line x̂ = const are uniformlybounded away from �=2. There exists a nonnegative continuous so that	(f)� 	(S0f)� Z h2h1 ZB G�jrf(x+)j; jrf(x�)j�Xd=dx0 f(x+) 6=0Xd=dx0f(x�) 6=0dx̂ dh :The function G has the properties that G(z; w) = G(w; z), G(z; w) = 0,z = w, and for �xed z, G(z; �) increases with w for w > z, and decreasesfor w < z.Proof. By formulas (5.1) and (5.7), the derivatives of the Steiner sym-metrization satisfy��d=dx0Sf(~x�)���1 = 12�jd=dx0f(x+)j�1 + jd=dx0f(x�)j�1�and ��d=dx0Sf(~x�)���1rx̂S0f(��; x̂)= 12�jd=dx0f(x+)j�1rx̂f(x+) + jd=dx0f(x�)j�1rx̂f(x�)� ;where ~x+ and ~x� are the points on the level surface of S0f correspondingto x+ and x�, that is, the two solutions of the equations S0f(x) = h,(x1; : : : ; xn) = x̂. By the one-dimensional co-area formula (4.5), we obtain	(f)�	(S0f) � Z h2h1 ZB�F (0;rf(x+);rf(x�)) + F (1;rf(x+);rf(x�))�2F (1=2;rf(x+);rf(x�))�Xrf(x+) 6=0Xrf(x�) 6=0dx̂ dh ;



32 A. BURCHARD GAFAwhere for u; v 2 Rn+1 with û0 < 0 < v̂0,F (�; u; v) = �������� (u0)�10@ �u0û1 1A+ (1� �)(v0)�10@ v0̂v1 1A������Rn+2 :Note that F is strictly convex in � unless (�u0; û) = (v0; v̂). SettingG(z; w) := infjuj=z;jvj=w;u0�cjûj;v0�cjv̂j�F (0; u; v) + F (1; u; v)� 2F (1=2; u; v)�where c is a su�ciently small positive constant, we see that G has theclaimed properties. �Lemma 8.3 (Change of coordinates). Assume that S is a surface that canbe parameterized in polar coordinates by a positive function on Sn which isbounded above by R and Lipschitz continuous with constant LR. Choosec1 so small that for j�j < c1R, the line determined by (�; !) intersects Stransversally in a pair of points which we denote by x+(�; !) and x�(�; !).There exists a constant c2 which depends only on L and the choiceof c1, so that for every nonnegative measurable function H on S�S whichis symmetric under exchange of the two variables, the inequalityZSn Z�?!H(x+; x�)Xfj�j<c1Rgd� d!� c2Rn ZS ZS H(x(s); x(t))Xf�(s;t)<c1Rgds dtholds. Here, x(s) and x(t) are the points in Rn+1 corresponding to s and t,and �(s; t) is the distance of the line through x(s) and x(t) from the origin.Proof. The claim follows immediately from the fact that the transformation(�; !)! (x+(�; !); x�(�; !)) is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz inverseby our transversality assumption. �Lemma 8.4 (Convergence on level surfaces). Let ffkgk � 0 be a sequenceof functions constructed by rearrangements as in (6.2), and let G be thefunction of Lemma 8.2. IfZ h2h1 Z@E(h) Z@Ek(h)G� jrfkjk (s; h); jrfkj (t; h)�ds dt dh ! 0 (k !1) ;(8.2)thenZ h2h1 Z@Efk(h) ��F (jrfk(s; h)j)� c1(h)�� jrfkj�1 ds dh! 0 (k!1) ;



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 33where Ek(h) is the level set of fk at height h, c1(h) is de�ned byc1(h) = 2c2(h)21� c2(h)2 ; c2(h) := limk!1 ��1k Z@Ek(h) F (jrfk j) jrfk j�1 ds ;and �k(h) is the perimeter of the level set of fk at height h.Proof. The limits�(h) := limk!1 �k(h) ; c3(h) := limk!1 Z@Ek(h) F (jrfk j) jrfk j�1 dsexist for every h, since both sequences decrease monotonically with k bythe usual rearrangement inequalities for the perimeter and for 	. By theproperties of G, infj�(�)��(�)j�zG(�; �)is positive for z > 0, and nondecreasing; multiplying it with a strictlyincreasing function less than one, we see thatG(�; �) � ~G� j�(�)� �(�)j �where ~G is a strictly increasing nonnegative function. Assumption (8.2)implies that �(jrfk(s; h)j) � �(jrfk(t; h)j) (as a function of s; t, and h)converges to zero in measure. Since � is bounded, it follows thatZ h2h1 Z@Ek(h) ���(jrfkj)� c2(h)��2ds dh= Z h2h1 ��1k (h) Z@Ek(h) Z@Ek(h) ���(jrfk(s; h)j � �(jrfk(t; h)j)��2ds dt dh! 0 (k! 1) :Hence, on almost all level surfaces of fk, �(jrfk j) converges in measure tothe constant c2(h). It follows that on each level surface, jrfkj convergesin measure to a constant c4(h), which may be in�nity. Calculating c1(h) =F (c4(h)), and c2(h) = F (c4(h))=c4(h) proves the claim. �Proof of Theorem 2. We already showed at the beginning of section 6that the spherical symmetrization of a co-area irregular function cannot beapproximated by a sequence of Steiner symmetrizations and rotations.To prove the converse, let f be a co-area regular function inW 1;p(Rn+1)that vanishes at in�nity. We will construct a sequence of rearrangementsffkg of f by (6.2) which converges to f� in W 1;p. Replacing f by a sliceas in (2.4), we may assume without loss of generality that f is a bounded



34 A. BURCHARD GAFAfunction with compact support, and that the measures of the nontriviallevel sets of f are bounded away from zero.By Lemma 8.1 there exists a sequence of symmetrizations so thatsupR �	(fk)� 	(S0Rfk)�! 0 (k! 1)(8.3)and fk ! f� in L1 ; kfkk1;1 ! kf�k1;1 (k !1) :This implies that the perimeters of almost all level sets converge to theperimeters of the level sets of f�, that is,limk!1 �k(h) = ��(h)(8.4)for almost all h.By assumption, all level sets of fk satisfy Br1 � Ek(h) � Br2 for some0 < r1 < r2. Fix a small number " > 0. By Lemma 6.2, there existsa constant c so that for ! 2 Ĉ" and � perpendicular to ! in Rn+1 withj�j � c, the line de�ned by x(t) = � + t! intersects the boundary of thelevel set Ek(h) transversally in exactly two points x+(�; !) and x�(�; !).By Lemma 8.2,sup!2Ĉ" h2Zh1 Z�?!G�jrfk(x+)j; jrfk(x�)j�Xd=dx0fk(x+) 6=0Xd=dx0fk(x�) 6=0Xj�j�cd� dh! 0 (k!1) :Note that the left-hand side of (8.3) depends on R only through ! =R(1; 0; : : : ; 0). Integrating over ! and using Lemma 8.3 withH(x(s; h); x(t; h))= G�jrfk(x(s; h))j; jrfk(x(t; h))j�XC"(x(s; h))XC"(x(t; h))we see thatZ 10 Z@Ek(h)\C" Z@Ek(h)\C"G�jrfk(x(s; h))j; jrfk(x(t; h))j�ds dt dh �! 0(k!1) :Set ck;"(h) : �k;"(h)�1 lim�!0Z h+�h�� ZEk(h0)\C" F (jrfkj) jrfkj�1 ds dh0where �k;"(h) is the perimeter of the level set Ek(h) in C". By Lemma 8.4,



Vol. 7, 1997 STEINER SYMMETRIZATION IS CONTINUOUS IN W 1;P 35we have thatZ h2h1 ZEk(h)\C" ��F (jrfkj)� c(h)�� jrfk j�1 ds dh! 0 (k!1) ;(8.5)where c(h) := limk!1 ck;"(h) ;which clearly cannot depend on ". As a pointwise limit of the ck;", c isBorel measurable and vanishes if h is in the support of the singular part ofthe measure induced by the distribution function of f .We next show that F (jrfkj) converges to c(f�) in L1. We writeZ ��F (jrfk(x)j)� c(f�(x))��dx� Z ��F (jrfk(x)j)� c(fk(x))��dx+ Z ��c(fk(x))� c(f�(x))��dx :If f is co-area regular, then c(fk(x)) vanishes almost everywhere on the setof critical points of fk by the remark after Lemma 4.2, and we can rewritethe �rst term asZ ��F (jrfk(x)j)� c(fk(x))��Xjrfk j>0dx= Z h2h1 ZEk(h)\C" ��F (jrfk j)� c(h)�� jrfkj�1 ds dh ;which converges to zero by (8.5). The second term converges to zero byLemma 6.1.By Lemma 3.2, the sequence jrfk j converges to some limiting functionin Lp. By Theorem 3, the angular part of the gradient converges to zeroin Lp. The limit of the sequence of gradients must coincide with the weaklimit rf�. �References[A] L.V. Ahlfors, Conformal Invariants: Topics in Geometric FunctionTheory, McGraw-Hill Series in Higher Mathematics, 1973.[AlLi] F. Almgren, E.H. Lieb, Continuity and discontinuity of the spheri-cally decreasing rearrangement, Journal of the AMS 2 (1989), 683{773.[AlvTrLio] A. Alvino, G. Trombetti, P.-L. Lions, On optimization problemswith prescribed rearrangements, Nonlinear Analysis 13 (1989), 185{220.[B] A. Baernstein, A uni�ed approach to symmetrization, SymposiaMatematica 35 (1995), 47{91.
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